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When the pandemic hit in 2020, beloved ramen brand Maruchan immediately felt the strain as a stockpile staple. Our 
agency team recommended a fully integrated brand campaign to achieve the following:

1 Drive brand awareness and engagement while inspiring fun and creativity among our 
key audiences.

Reinforce Maruchan products’ places at the table as delicious and easily customizable 
meals for families and individuals alike.

Heavy-up across all channels via an integrated campaign, keeping in mind each 
channel’s specific strengths and roles in our audience’s lives.2
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Task & Objectives



In Ramenation, Maruchan warms you by 
celebrating “how you ramen.”

Maruchan is a nation of ramen lovers. We live in Boise, Nashville, 
Boston and San Francisco. We are sriracha-wielding students and 
avocado-toting grandmothers. We savor each warm bowl of 
ramen, whether it’s our first or thousandth. But how we make this 
iconic dish our own is one-of-a-kind.

Maruchan is celebrating the things that make us unique and the 
food that brings us together. We’ll feature different regions to 
uncover local tastes and preferences, swap recipes and share 
meals. Influencer and superfan partnerships with people from 
diverse backgrounds will bring fun flavor to the campaign. And 
every step of the journey will be documented with rich social 
media content, sparking conversations online and IRL.

Ramenation. United by deliciousness, with individuality and 
noodles for all.

Campaign Concept
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To uncover how flavor preferences, dining customs, ramen 
recipes and more vary across the country, we conducted a 
national survey and utilized secondary customer sales and 
search data. Our proprietary survey included questions about 
preferred spice level, favorite local ingredients, preferred 
usage occasions and more. 

Our findings populated the Ramenation microsite that 
featured an interactive map with regional spotlights, key data 
insights and influencer recipe content. The microsite 
incorporated the Maruchan branding that our fans know and 
love, and housed a link to the survey so we were able to 
continuously gain consumer insights for use on the landing 
page and additional marketing and advertising efforts.

Interactive Landing Page
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Northeast Landing Page
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Southeast Landing Page
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Southwest Landing Page
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Midwest Landing Page
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West Landing Page



Organic Social



Organic Social



Organic Social



Our Strategy
We looked to partner with a variety of influencer partners of 
different audience sizes to garner both expanded awareness 
and localized interest as well as tap into creators in both a paid 
capacity and some that might post on our behalf with gifted 
product seeding kits.

Our Approach
Not only did we collaborate with influencers to develop 
campaign content for the creators’ own social media channels, 
but our partners’ content was leveraged throughout Maruchan’s 
website recipe content, kit recipe cards, and organic social 
content repurposing across the brand’s account. 

Marquee Partner
@ramenkingivan

Southeast Partner
@arnoldmyintbna

Northeast Partner
@briancantstopeating

Southwest Partner
@eatinarizona

Midwest Partner
@kasimjhardaway

West Partner
@foodieonfleek

Influencer Partnerships

17,602,000
Estimated Impressions

4,534,533
Total Engagements



Influencer-Created Recipes



Influencer Content

Marquee Partner
@ramenkingivan

West Partner
@foodieonfleek

Southeast Partner
@arnoldmyintbna

Southwest Partner
@eatinarizona

Midwest Partner
@kasimjhardaway

Northeast Partner
@briancantstopeating



Influencer Mailer Contents

Custom Bandana Custom Playing Cards Regional Postcards

Regional Recipe Cards Branded Spices Campaign T-Shirt



Influencer Mailer Content




